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Abstract

The wired communication between the fixed reader and
database in traditional RFID systems is considered a
safe channel. However, the mobile reader and the
database communicate wirelessly in mobile RFID sys-
tems, so the channel is no longer safe and reliable.
Therefore, the traditional RFID authentication proto-
col cannot be applied to mobile RFID systems. An
ultra-lightweight mobile-wireless bidirectional authentica-
tion protocol MAP-SKBO based on a shared private key
and bitwise operation, is proposed to solve this problem.
MAP-SKBO is based on the bitwise operation mecha-
nism, which adopts ultra-lightweight bit replacement and
self-combined cross-bit operation to encrypt the transmit-
ted information and uses random numbers to maintain
the transmission information’s freshness and the shared
information private key. During the communication pro-
cess, the tag, the reader, and the database authenticate
each other to resist sabotage by an attacker. Security
analysis shows that MAP-SKBO can achieve tasks such
as the dynamic update of the shared private key and
desynchronization-attack resistance. The formal math-
ematical reasoning of MAP-SKBO by GNY logic proves
the correctness of MAP-SKBO. A performance analysis
indicates that MAP-SKBO has low computational com-
plexity and is suitable for low-cost mobile RFID systems.

Keywords: Internet of Things; Mutual Authentication;
RFID; Sac; Shared Key

1 Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a non-physical
contact using object recognition and data exchange tech-
nology. RFID arose in the last century, and large-scale
applications were implemented in the late nineties [3,15].

Current RFID systems typically consist of three parts,
the tag, the reader and the database. In a traditional

RFID system, the reader is generally fixed, so the com-
munication between the reader and the database is based
on a wired channel, which is considered to be safe [10,18].
The reader is embedded in a mobile intelligent terminal
to form a mobile RFID system. In a mobile RFID system,
the reader is no longer fixed but mobile. Therefore, infor-
mation transmission between the reader and the database
can only be accomplished wirelessly. A wireless channel
can easily be eavesdropped by attackers, which makes in-
formation transmission between the reader and database
unreliable [8, 16].

Based on the above description, the traditional RFID
authentication protocol is clearly not suitable for mobile
RFID systems. In view of these problems, this paper
proposes a two-way authentication protocol MAP-SKBO
based on shared private key and bitwise operation in a mo-
bile RFID system. MAP-SKBO applies ultra-lightweight
bit replacement and self-combination of cross-bit opera-
tion to encrypt the transmitted information, thereby re-
ducing the calculations on the tag side. Each round of the
authentication process uses random numbers to maintain
the freshness of the communication information and then
updates the shared private key’s freshness after the au-
thentication process. During the communication process,
the authenticity of the side that sends the message is ver-
ified first; then, the response information is verified to
realize authentication among the three parties of the tag,
the reader and the database.

The first section of this article provides an introduc-
tion to describe the limitations of the traditional RFID
authentication protocol and the security flaws in mobile
RFID systems, leading to the focus of this paper. The
second section introduces the authentication protocol pro-
posed in recent years for mobile RFID systems. The third
section introduces the mathematical knowledge and de-
fines the computational symbols required in the MAP-
SKBO design process. The fourth section establishes a
security model for the authentication protocol applicable
to mobile RFID systems and gives an abstract descrip-
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tion of the authentication protocol. The fifth section sys-
tematically describes the MAP-SKBO design steps. The
sixth section analyzes the security of MAP-SKBO with
respect to identity authentication, desynchronization at-
tacks, track attacks and replay attacks. The seventh sec-
tion adopts the formal logic of GNY to perform rigorous
mathematical reasoning for MAP-SKBO. The eighth sec-
tion analyzes the performance of MAP-SKBO in terms of
the computational complexity, storage capacity, etc. of
the tag, the reader and the database. The ninth section
summarizes the full text and provides directions for future
research.

2 Related Research Works

Reference [13] proposes an RFID one-way authentication
protocol based on PRF, but the analysis finds that the
protocol cannot completely resist denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks. If an attacker constantly sends a message c
to the tag, the tag continually updates the value of its
own counter ctr, causing the reader to spend more time
traversing the query. Reference [11] proposes a PFP pro-
tocol based on a hash function and pseudo-random gener-
ator, but the protocol has some drawbacks. If the internal
state chain length w is too small, it cannot resist DoS at-
tacks. If the value of w is too large, the reader will pay
a large cost to calculate the internal state chain. The
authentication scheme proposed in Reference [19] can-
not resist desynchronization attacks. The attacker makes
the shared private key stored between the tag and the
reader inconsistent by means of replay attack and infor-
mation forging and then destroys the subsequent authen-
tication between the tag and the reader. The authentica-
tion scheme proposed in Reference [4] cannot resist active
attack. An attacker can gradually derive the private key
stored in the tag by continuously interrogating the tag
and analyzing the reply information of the tag. Although
the scheme proposed in Reference [9] is resistant to com-
mon attacks, the tag side needs to generate five random
numbers during the authentication process, which makes
the computational complexity of the tag excessive. All
the above authentication protocols have a common fea-
ture that they are designed for traditional RFID systems.
However, they are not applicable to mobile RFID systems.

Reference [17] proposes a one-way mobile authentica-
tion protocol but found that the agreement cannot resist
man-in-the-middle attacks and replay attacks. A mobile
authentication protocol based on elliptic curve is proposed
in Reference [7]; however, this scheme cannot ensure the
privacy of the reader and the computational complexity of
the tag is also high. An ultra-lightweight mobile authenti-
cation protocol is proposed in Reference [2]. The analysis
shows that the protocol cannot resist replay attacks on
the tag. The mobile authentication protocol proposed in
Reference [12], which is based on a hash function, cannot
prevent tag forgery, man-in-the-middle attacks and replay
attacks. Reference [6] proposes a tripartite authentication

of the mobile protocol. However, the protocol burdens the
database with a heavy workload and also cannot resist
DoS attacks. The Edwards curve-based mobile protocol
proposed in Reference [20] does not implement authen-
tication from the reader side to the tag in the authen-
tication process, which makes the protocol vulnerable to
impersonation attack. Reference [14] proposes a mobile
authentication protocol based on a shared private key.
However, the protocol, in which the tag authenticates the
reader, does not achieve full authentication, which makes
the protocol vulnerable to impersonation attacks.

Considering the shortcomings of many existing
schemes, this paper proposes a mobile authentication sys-
tem, MAP-SKBO, based on shared private key and bit-
wise operation for a mobile RFID system. The MAP-
SKBO authentication process involves first verifying the
authenticity of the message source and then conducting
follow-up operations, which can resist the deliberate de-
struction of the attacker. Encrypting information by bit-
wise operation enables MAP-SKBO to achieve an ultra-
lightweight level, which can effectively reduce the compu-
tational load of the RFID system. From the perspective
of safety and performance, MAP-SKBO is suitable for
low-cost mobile RFID systems.

3 Related Knowledge

To facilitate the description, we use “Sac(Z)” to represent
self-assembling cross-bit operation. Let X, Y, and Zbe
three binary numbers of l bits, X = x1x2 · · ·xL, Y =
y1y2 · · · yL, and Z = z1z2 · · · zL, where X ∈ {0, 1}l, Y ∈
{0, 1}l, Z ∈ {0, 1}l. X undergoes bitwise XOR with Y to
obtain Z. Sac(Z) is a new binary number W with l bits
formed by the combination of the high and low bits of Z,
that is, Sac(Z) = z1zL/2 + 1z2zL/2 + 2 · · · zL/2zL.

The self-assembling cross-bit operation can be imple-
mented in the tag and reader as described below. Intro-
duce two pointers, one for P1 and one for P2, where P1

points to the head of binary number Z and P2 points to
the end of binary number Z. When P1 traverses from the
head of Z, P2 simultaneously starts traversing from the
end of Z. The numbers traversed by pointer P1 are se-
quentially placed in the odd bits of the new binary number
W , and the numbers traversed by pointer P2 are sequen-
tially placed in the even bits of the new binary number
W . Finally, through combination we can obtain the new
binary number W , that is, Sac(Z) [5].

The self-assembling cross-bit operation requires only
shift and bitwise OR operation and the final combination,
thereby reducing system throughput and storage capacity
to achieve an ultra-lightweight level. Different orders of
pointer assignment will produce different values, thereby
increasing the difficulty of cracking. For example, if l = 8,
X = 11011001 and Y = 01100101, then X ⊕ Y = Z and
Sac(Z) = 11011010. The specific process is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Self-assembling cross-bit operation flow chart

4 RFID Security Model

The goal of a mobile RFID authentication protocol is not
only to ensure the safety of the tag’s private information
but also to ensure that both the tag and the mobile reader
cannot be tracked. This paper uses MySQL query mode
to model the attack ability of Attacker-A while establish-
ing the non-traceable model of a mobile RFID system.
T represents the tag, R represents the reader, DB rep-
resents the database, and P represents the protocol that
the tag, the mobile reader, the database are involved in.
The participants in the protocol can initiate several in-
stances of P, where MT represents the instance initiated
by the tag, MR represents the instance initiated by the
mobile reader, and MDB represents the instance initiated
by the database. Attacker-A can perform the following
query operation:

1) Execute (MT ,MR,MDB , n) Query Operation: This
query operation describes an instance where
Attacker-A executes protocol P. Simultaneously, all
the two-way transferring communication information
between tag T and mobile reader R or between mo-
bile reader R and database DB is acquired during the
n-th round of communication. The query operation
modeling is equivalent to a static attack.

2) Send (MT ,message, n) Query Operation: In this
query operation, Attacker-A sends a message to tag
T during the n-th round of communication, and the
query operation is modeled as a dynamic attack.
Through this query operation, tag T will return a
value as a response message based on the protocol
and the stored data.

3) Send (MR,message, n) Query Operation: In this
query operation, Attacker-A sends a message to mo-
bile reader R during the n-th round of communica-
tion, and the query operation modeling is equivalent
to a dynamic attack. Through this inquiry operation,
mobile reader R will return a value as a response mes-
sage according to the protocol and the stored data.

4) Corrupt (MT ) Query Operation: This query opera-
tion describes the ability of Attacker-A to bribe tag
T so that T will actively leak the private information
stored by itself. This query operation modeling is
equivalent to a dynamic attack.

5) Corrupt (MR) Query Operation: The query opera-
tion describes the ability of Attacker-A to buy a mo-
bile reader R so that R will actively leak the private
information stored by itself. The query operation
modeling corresponds to a dynamic attack.

5 Design of MAP-SKBO

5.1 Initinal Conditions and Symbols

Before MAP-SKBO is executed, all entities in the mobile
RFID system must initialize the memory unit as follows.

The tag stores Key L,Key R and IDT , form-
ing the triple (Key L,Key R, IDT ). The mobile
reader stores Key L,Key R and IDR to form the
triple (Key L,Key R, IDR). The database stores
Key L,Key R, IDT and IDR to form the four-tuple
(Key L,Key R, IDT , IDR). The definitions and descrip-
tions of the symbols used in MAP-SKBO are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Symbol definitions

Symbol Description

T The tag
R The mobile reader
DB The database
IDT Identifier ID of the tag
IDR Identifier ID of the reader
Key The private key shared among the reader,

the tag and the database
Key L The left half of the shared private key
Key R The right half of the shared private key
Key old The shared private key of the last round

of authentication
Key new The shared private key of the current

round of authentication
rT The random number generated by the tag
rR The random number generated by the

reader
rDB The random number generated by the

database
⊕ Bitwise XOR operation
& Bitwise AND operation

Sac(X) Self-combined cross-bit operation
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5.2 MAP-SKBO Authentication Process

The MAP-SKBO authentication process is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The following gives a description of the specific
meanings of formulas M0 to M12 in Figure 2, as shown in
Table 2. Then, in combination with Figure 2, a descrip-
tion of the specific steps of the MAP-SKBO authentica-
tion is given.

Table 2: Formula descriptions

Symbol Description

M0 rR ⊕Key R
M1 rR ⊕Key L
M2 rR ⊕ rT
M3 rT ⊕ IDT

M4 Sac(rT&Key L, rT ⊕Key R)
M5 Sac((rT&rR)⊕ (rT&Key L))
M6 rR ⊕ IDR

M7 Sac(rR&IDR&Key L, rR&IDR&Key R)
M8 rR ⊕ rDB ⊕ IDR

M9 rT ⊕ rDB ⊕ IDT

M10 Sac(rR, rDB)
M11 Sac(rT , rDB)
M12 rR&rDB

The MAP-SKBO authentication process is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: MAP-SKBO authentication flow chart

The detailed steps of the MAP-SKBO authentication
process are as follows.

Step 1. The mobile reader generates a random number
rR ∈ 0, 1l; then, the reader calculates the values of
M0 and M1 and sends M0, M1 and the authentication
request command query to the tag.

Step 2. After the tag receives the information, the values
of M0⊕Key R and M1⊕Key L are calculated and
compared to determine if they are the same.

If they are equal, the tag verifies that the mobile
reader has passed and proceeds to step three; oth-
erwise, the tag indicates that the mobile reader is
forged and MAP-SKBO terminates immediately.

Step 3. The tag calculates random number rR and gen-
erates a random number rT ∈ 0, 1l. Then, the tag
calculates M2, M3, M4, and M5 and transmits (M2,
M3, M4, M5) to the mobile reader.

Step 4. After the mobile reader receives the message, it
first calculates the values of M2⊕rR and M5’ and de-
termines whether the values of M5’ and M5 are equal.
If they are equal, then the mobile reader verifies that
the tag has passed and proceeds to Step 5; other-
wise, the reader indicates that the tag is forged and
MAP-SKBO terminates immediately, where M5′ =
Sac(((M2⊕ rR)&rR)⊕ ((M2⊕ rR)&Key L)).

Step 5. The mobile reader calculates random number rT
and the values of M6 and M7 and transmits (M3, M4,
M6 and M7) to the database.

Step 6. The database authenticates the mobile reader.

1) After the database receives the information,
it first calculates the values of M6 ⊕ IDR

and M7‘ and determines whether the values
of M7‘ and M7 are equal. If they are equal,
the database verifies that the mobile reader
has passed and proceeds to Step 3; other-
wise, the process proceeds to Step 2, where
M7‘ = Sac((M6⊕ IDR)&IDR&Key L, (M6⊕
IDR)&IDR&Key R).

2) The database uses Key old instead of Key new
to perform the calculation in Step 1. If they
are equal, the database verifies that the reader
has passed and goes to Step 3; otherwise, the
mobile reader is forged and MAP-SKBO termi-
nates immediately.

3) The database calculates random number rR and
goes to the seventh step.

Step 7. The database authenticates the tag.

1) After the database verifies that the mobile
reader has passed, it calculates the values of
M3 ⊕ IDT and M4‘ and determines whether
M4 ’ and M4 are equal. If they are equal,
the database verifies that the tag has passed
and Step 3 is performed; otherwise, Step 2
is performed, where M4‘ = Sac((M3 ⊕
IDT )&Key L, (M3⊕ IDT )⊕Key R).

2) The database uses Key old instead of Key new
to perform the calculation in Step 1. If they
are equal, then the database verifies that the
tag has passed and goes to Step 3; otherwise,
the tag is forged and MAP-SKBO terminates
immediately.

3) The database calculates random number rT and
proceeds to the eighth step.

Step 8. The database generates a random number
rDB ∈ 0, 1l, calculates the values of M8, M9,
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M10 and M11, starts to update the information of
the shared private key, that is, Key old=Key and
Key=Key new, and transmits (M8, M9, M10, M11)
to the mobile reader, where Key new = Sac((rDB ⊕
rT ⊕ rR)⊕ (rDB&rT&rR)).

Step 9. After the mobile reader receives the message, it
calculates the values of M8 ⊕ rR ⊕ IDR and M10‘
and compares the values of M10‘ with M10. If
they are equal, the mobile reader verifies that the
database is authentic and proceeds to Step 10; oth-
erwise, it indicates that the database is forged and
MAP-SKBO terminates immediately, where M10‘ =
Sac(rR, (M8⊕ rR ⊕ IDR)).

Step 10. The mobile reader calculates the value of M12,
updates the information of the shared private key,
that is, Key old=Key and Key=Key new, and trans-
mits (M9, M11, M12) to the tag, where Key new =
Sac((rDB ⊕ rT ⊕ rR)⊕ (rDB&rT&rR)).

Step 11. The tag authenticates the mobile reader.

1) After the tag receives the information, the tag
calculates the values ofM9⊕rT⊕IDT and M12‘
and compares M12‘ with M12 for equality. If
they are equal, then the tag verifies the mobile
reader and proceeds to Step 2; otherwise, it indi-
cates that the mobile reader is forged and MAP-
SKBO terminates immediately, where M12‘ =
rR&(M9 ⊕ rT ⊕ IDT ). The tag authenticates
the database.

2) The tag calculates the value of M11‘ and deter-
mines whether M11‘ and M11 are equal. If they
are equal, then the tag verifies the database and
proceeds to Step 3; otherwise, it indicates that
the database is forged and MAP-SKBO immedi-
ately terminates, where M11‘ = Sac(rT , (M9⊕
rT ⊕ IDT )).

3) The tag starts to update the information of the
shared private key, that is, Key = Sac((rDB ⊕
rT ⊕ rR)⊕ (rDB&rT&rR)). The authentication
process among the tag, the mobile reader and
the database terminates.

6 Safety

1) Replay Attack: The tag generates a random num-
ber rT in each authentication process, and the au-
thentication message (M2, M3, M4, M5) contains rT
in each calculation. If the attacker adopts the old
message, the tag will use the newly generated ran-
dom number rT when verifying the authentication
message (M9, M11, M12). This will cause the tag
to fail when validating the mobile reader and the
database, and the MAP-SKBO will terminate im-
mediately, preventing attackers from completing the
follow-up authentication process. Therefore, MAP-
SKBO can resist replay attacks.

2) Asynchronous Attack: In an asynchronous attack,
during the authentication process, due to the delib-
erate sabotage of the attacker, the shared private
key of the mobile reader (or the database) and the
tag becomes asynchronous. An asynchronous at-
tack is also known as a desynchronization attack.
To resist asynchronous attacks, MAP-SKBO stores
the shared private key, Key old, used in the previ-
ous authentication process to recover synchronization
with the tag. When the database authenticates the
tag and the mobile reader through (M3, M4, M6,
M7), it first calls Key new. If the verification fails,
Key old is called to resist the attacker’s desynchro-
nization attack. Therefore, the existence of Key new
and Key old makes MAP-SKBO resistant to asyn-
chronous attacks.

3) Man-in-the-middle Attack: Replacing the message
and tampering with the news are the most common
forms of man-in-the-middle attacks. According to
the protocol application scenario, an attacker can
obtain all communication message sets of the tag,
the mobile reader and the database among all three
MS=M0, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9,
M10, M11, M12. Because the above message is en-
crypted, even if the attacker acquires the above mes-
sage, he cannot derive any useful information from
it. Although an attacker can modify or tamper with
one of the messages, MAP-SKBO will verify the mes-
sage at each step and find that the message has been
tampered with. Meanwhile, the calculation of the
above messages is associated with random numbers
rR, rT and rDB , and the random numbers are ran-
domly generated and unpredictable, making it harder
for an attacker to modify the message. Thus, MAP-
SKBO can resist man-in-the-middle attacks.

4) Forward Security: Due to the database storing the
shared private key of the previous round of the au-
thentication process, here only the forward security
of the tag is discussed. If the attacker wants to ob-
tain the current shared private key value of the tag,
the attacker needs to decrypt the previous authenti-
cation message from the last received message. How-
ever, the attacker cannot succeed for the following
reasons. First, the attacker cannot crack the mes-
sage encrypted by the bitwise operation because at
least two quantities in the ciphertext are unknown
to the attacker. Second, after the authentication,
MAP-SKBO immediately updates the value of the
shared private key, and there is no correlation be-
tween the initial and updated values. Furthermore,
the calculation of the value is dependent on three ran-
dom numbers rR, rT and rDB , which are impossible
for the attacker to obtain. Therefore, MAP-SKBO
can ensure the forward safety of the tag.

5) Bidirectional Authentication: In the mobile RFID
system, because the communication between the
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tag and the reader or between the reader and the
database is performed through a wireless channel,
which is not secure, each message transmission re-
quires authentication.

The tag authenticates the reader. The reader sends the
message to the tag for the first time, and the tag com-
pletes the first authentication of the reader in the second
step. In the tenth step, the reader transmits a message to
the tag a second time, and the tag completes the second
authentication of the reader in the eleventh step. The
reader authenticates the tag. The tag sends a message to
the reader in the third step, and the reader completes the
authenticity verification of the tag in the fourth step.

The reader authenticates the database. The database
transmits the message to the reader in the eighth step,
and the reader completes the authenticity verification of
the database in the ninth step.

The database authenticates the reader and the tag. To
ensure resistance to desynchronized attacks, the database
simultaneously stores the values of Key new and Key old.
In the fifth step, after the reader sends the message to
the database, the database authenticates the reader in
the sixth step and authenticates the tag in the seventh
step. Through these processes, the tag, the reader, and
the database can achieve mutual authentication, so MAP-
SKBO can achieve bidirectional authentication.

7 GNY Logical Formal Proof

In this paper, the formal analysis and proof of the
WKGA-BO protocol are performed by using GNY [1] for-
mal logic analysis.

1) Formal Description of the Protocol: The following
conventions are used to simplify the application of
the GNY formal logic language description to the
MAP-SKBO. R represents the mobile reader, T rep-
resents the tag, and DB represents the database. The
flow of the MAP-SKBO protocol is as follows:

Msg1: R→ T : {M0,M1, Query}
Msg2: T → R : {M2,M3,M4,M5}
Msg3: R→ DB : {M3,M4,M6,M7}
Msg4: DB → R : {M8,M9,M10,M11}
Msg5: R→ T : {M9,M11,M12}

After using GNY formal logic language to standard-
ize the above protocol, the process can be described
as follows:

Msg1: T < ∗{M0,M1, Query}
Msg2: R < ∗{M2,M3,M4,M5}
Msg3: DB < ∗{M3,M4,M6,M7}
Msg4: R < ∗{M8,M9,M10,M11}
Msg5: T < ∗{M9,M11,M12}

2) The Initalization Assumption of the Protocol: The
MAP-SKBO protocol assumptions are as follows: the
combination of R, DB, T represent the body, where
R represents the mobile reader, T represents the tag,
and DB represents the database.

Sup1: T ∋ (Key R,Key L, IDT rT )

Sup2: R ∋ (Key R,Key L, IDR, rR)

Sup3: DB ∋ (Key R,Key L, IDR, IDT , rDB)

Sup4: R| ≡ #(rR, rT , rDB)

Sup5: T | ≡ #(rR, rT , rDB)

Sup6: DB| ≡ #(rR, rT , rDB)

Sup7: T |≡ R
Key R,Key L←→ T

Sup8: R |≡ T
Key R,Key L←→ R

Sup9: DB |≡ R
Key R,Key L,IDR←→ DB

Sup10: R |≡ DB
Key R,Key L,IDR←→ R

Sup11: DB |≡ T
Key R,Key L,IDT←→ DB

Sup12: T |≡ DB
Key R,Key L,IDT←→ T

3) The Proof Target of the Protocol: There are five
main proof targets of the MAP-SKBO protocol,
namely, mutual trust of the freshness of the infor-
mation exchanged among the tag, the mobile reader
and the database. The proof formulas of the target
are as follow:

Goal1: T |≡ R| ∼ #(M0,M1)

Goal2: R |≡ T ∼ #(M2,M3,M4,M5)

Goal3: DB |≡ R| ∼ #(M3,M4,M6,M7)

Goal4: R |≡ DB| ∼ #(M8,M9,M10,M11)

Goal5: T |≡ R| ∼ #(M9,M11,M12)

4) The Protocol Proving Process: The proof of the
MAP-SKBO protocol is based on the initialization
hypothesis, which proves that the process follows the
rules of logical reasoning in Reference [1], and the
notification rules, fresh rules, procession rule and the
rules of message interpretation follow the GNY logic
inference rules in Reference [1], which are, respec-
tively, represented as T, P, F and I.

Because the protocol proves that the processes of
proving Goal 2: R |≡ T | ∼ #(M2,M3,M4,M5),
Goal 3: DB |≡ R| ∼ #(M3,M4,M6,M7), Goal 4:
R |≡ DB ∼ #(M8,M9,M10,M11), Goal 5: T |≡
R| ∼ #(M9,M11,M12) are similar to the proof pro-
cess of Goal 1: T |≡ R| ∼ #(M0,M1), this section
proves only Goal 1: T |≡ R| ∼ #(M0,M1) as an
example. The proof process is given below.

Proof.
∵ Rule P1:

P<X
P∋X and Msg 1: T < ∗{M0,M1},

∴ T ∋ {M0,M1}.
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∵ Rule: F1: P |≡(X)
P |≡(x,y),P |≡#F (X) and Sup 4: R | ≡

#(rR, rT , rDB),

∴ T = #{M0,M1}.
∵ Rule P2: Sup 1: T ∋ (Key R,Key L, IDT , rT )
and Sup 2: R ∋ (Key R,Key L, IDR, rR),

∴ T ∋ {M0,M1}.

∵ Rule F10: P |≡(X),P∋X
P |≡#(H(X)) and the formula derived:

T = #{M0,M1}, T ∋ {M0,M1},
∴ T |≡ #{M0,M1}.

∵ Rule I3: P<H(X,<S>)>,P∋(X,S),P |≡P←→Q,P |≡#(X,S)
P |≡Q|∼(X,S),P |≡Q∼H(X,<S>)

Then, ∵ Sup 7: T |≡ R
Key R,Key L←→ T , Sup 8: R |≡

T
Key R,Key L←→ R and Msg 1: T < ∗{M0,M1},

∴ T |= R ∼ {M0,M1}.
∵ freshness definition and its derivation: T =
#{M0,M1}, T |= R ∼ {M0,M1},
∴ Goal 1: T |≡ R| ∼ #(M0,M1) has been proved.

8 Performance Analysis

A mobile RFID system includes a tag, mobile reader, and
database. Because the latter two have strong computing
power and large storage capacity, they have little effect
on the performance of the protocol. Therefore, the com-
putation power and storage capacity of only the tag are
analyzed. The performance analysis of the RFID authen-
tication protocol is conducted from four main perspec-
tives: the computational load of the tag, the storage of
the tag, the number of conversations, and protocol traf-
fic. Table 3 shows the performance comparison results of
MAP-SKBO and other authentication protocols.

In Table 3, H represents a hash function operation, M
represents scalar multiplication, S represents a random
number calculation, and Sac represents a combination of
self-cross-bit operation. As described in the third sec-
tion of the article, H, M and S are lightweight operations,
whereas Sac is ultra-lightweight operations. That is, the
former require much more computation than the latter.
Because the bitwise XOR operation and bitwise AND op-
eration require less computation, their computation is ig-
nored in the performance analysis. The lengths of the
shared private key Key, the identifier ID and the result of
each operation (i.e., H, M, S, Sac) are set to l.

1) Storage and Computation Load of the Tag: In this
paper, the MAP-SKBO tag needs to store only two
values, the shared privates key Key and the identifier
of the tag IDT . According to the previous conven-
tion, the required storage capacity of the tag is 2l.
Compared with the References [12, 17, 20], the stor-
age capacity of the tag of this protocol is reduced;
compared with the References [6, 7, 14], the storage
capacity of the tag in this paper is equivalent.

Table 3: Performance comparison of authentication pro-
tocols

Computational Storage Protocol
Reference Load Capacity Traffic

Reference [17] H 3l 10l
Reference [7] 4M+ H 2l 22l
Reference [12] 3H 3l 14l
Reference [6] 2H 2l 13l
Reference [20] 3M+2H 6l 17l
Reference [14] 3S+H 2l 12l
This protocol S+4Sac 2l 17l

In terms of the computation load of the tag, the bit-
wise XOR operation and bitwise AND operation have
small computational cost, so their costs are not con-
sidered. Therefore, the computational cost is much
less than that of other studies. In this paper, we
do not encrypt the message using a hash function
or scalar multiplication, which are computationally
intensive. Instead, we encrypt the message by ultra-
lightweight bitwise operation to reduce the computa-
tional load. In summary, the protocol in this paper
has some improvements compared to other protocols
in terms of the storage and computational load of the
tag.

2) Communication and the Number of Conversations:
The communication traffic of this protocol is slightly
larger than those in References [6,12,14,17], but there
are some security risks in the previous protocols. The
proposed protocol overcomes the defects of previous
protocols. This protocol is equivalent to those in Ref-
erences [7, 20] in terms of communication traffic and
solves their security problems.

The number of conversations in most of the proto-
cols is five. The proposed protocol has no advan-
tage in terms of the number of conversations. In
summary, this protocol achieves little improvement
with respect to overall communication traffic and the
number of conversations but solves the security flaws
in other protocols. Therefore, this protocol still has
some practical value.

9 Conclusion

This paper describes the differences between traditional
RFID systems and mobile RFID systems and notes that
the traditional RFID system authentication protocol can-
not be applied to mobile RFID systems. Therefore, an
MAP-SKBO authentication protocol is proposed for mo-
bile RFID systems. The paper expounds the defects and
deficiencies in some current authentication protocols ap-
plicable to mobile RFID systems and then proposes an
improved authentication scheme. The proposed MAP-
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SKBO protocol abandons the hash function encryption
method and instead uses bitwise operations to encrypt
the information, making the protocol achieve an ultra-
lightweight level. The use of bit replacement operations
and self-combined cross-bit operations increases the dif-
ficulty of the attacker in cracking the protocol. A secu-
rity analysis and performance analysis illustrate the secu-
rity and advantages of the protocol. GNY logic formally
proves the correctness of MAP-SKBO; MAP-SKBO is not
only suitable for mobile RFID systems but also for tradi-
tional RFID systems. Future potential research directions
include the following: Optimize the MAP-SKBO protocol
to reasonably reduce the traffic of the whole communi-
cation; and implement a MAP-SKBO mobile RFID sys-
tem prototype to determine the total number of gates,
the time needed to achieve complete communication and
other issues to achieve the combination of theory and
practice.
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